Information about the countries
Useful information and links about educational
systems, National Agencies, daily habits.

FAQ (frequently asked questions)
Ask your questions, we will answer.

Contact us
Your European Mobility contact in each country.

Agreements
Students and apprentices mobility agreements
for each country in accordance with country
legislations.

Customizer
2 different countries, one on line individual
mobility agreement for you.

«This project has been funded with support from the European Commission.
This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held
responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein».

Easy and safe !

Step 4

In 5 steps the customizer will work out
your personal mobility agreement in
accordance with regulations in your
home country and your EU destination
country.

On the left side you can see/read the articles of the
agreement in accordance with the regulations of your
own country.
On the right side, you can read the corresponding
articles of the agreement in accordance with the
regulations of your destination country.
In the middle you can find your personal draft
agreement ready to be customized.

The customizer generates a draft agreement.
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Follow the
close the article windows.
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Step 1
Start the customizer and tick the items corresponding
to your training route and mobility project.

: the article is OK. Nothing to change.
: fill in with the appropriate information or write a compromise text when
necessary and save (the sign will turn orange ). Once you have completed
the final text of the article, click on validate (the sign will turn green ).

Step 2 and 3
Identify yourself and the organizations involved in
your mobility.

Step 5
Record and print.

You can store your customized agreement on a protected database with a user name and password that will
be sent to you by e-mail.

